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Abstract

Reading is integral to everyday life, and yet001
learning to read is a struggle for many young002
learners. During lessons, teachers can use com-003
prehension questions to increase engagement,004
test reading skills, and to improve retention.005
Historically such questions were written by006
skilled teachers, but recently language mod-007
els have been used to generate comprehension008
questions. However, many existing Question009
Generation (QG) systems focus on generating010
extractive questions from the text, and and have011
no way to control the type of the generated012
question. In this paper, we study QG for read-013
ing comprehension where inferential questions014
are critical and extractive techniques cannot015
be used. We propose a two-step model (HTA-016
WTA) that takes advantage of previous datasets,017
and can generate questions for a specific tar-018
geted comprehension skill. We propose a new019
reading comprehension dataset that contains020
questions annotated with story-based reading021
comprehension skills (SBRCS), allowing for a022
more complete reader assessment. Across sev-023
eral experiments, our results show that HTA-024
WTA outperforms multiple strong baselines on025
this new dataset. We show that the HTA-WTA026
model tests for strong SCRS by asking deep027
inferential questions.028

1 Introduction029

Reading is an invaluable skill, and is core to com-030

municating in our digital age. Reading also sup-031

ports other forms of development; when children032

read, it sharpens their memory, and improves social033

skills (Halliday, 1973; Mason, 2017). Yet, statistics034

show that one out of five children in the U.S. face035

learning difficulties (Shaywitz, 2005), especially in036

reading (Cornoldi and Oakhill, 2013). The coro-037

navirus pandemic beginning in 2020 had a huge038

impact on the early reading skills of many children,039

and threatens to leave a lasting impact on a whole040

generation of young readers (Gupta and Jawanda,041

2020).042

The pandemic forced many children to learn on- 043

line, putting in sharp relief the need for effective 044

online education platforms. In particular, reading 045

games have become popular, and can help fill the 046

gap when teachers cannot read in person with stu- 047

dents. These platforms present students with short 048

passages and associated comprehension questions. 049

These questions are key to assessing a reader’s 050

comprehension of a passage, and can also enhance 051

learning (Chua et al., 2017). But, writing diverse 052

and engaging comprehension questions is no trivial 053

task. 054

Teachers need to generate new comprehension 055

questions whenever they incorporate new text into 056

a curriculum. New text helps to keep material fresh 057

and topical, and can allow teachers to customize 058

lessons to the interests of a particular student co- 059

hort. After finding such custom reading material, 060

teachers must write new comprehension questions 061

to evaluate several reading aspects of comprehen- 062

sion (e.g. understanding complex words, recalling 063

events, etc.). 064

Thus, to improve the educational process, and 065

lighten the load on teachers, we need tools to auto- 066

mate Question Generation (QG): the task of writing 067

questions for a given passage. Generated questions 068

can be either inferential or extractive questions. 069

Extractive questions can be answered using only 070

information stated in the text, whereas inferential 071

questions require additional information or reason- 072

ing. Previous work focused on this aspect of the 073

questions in reading comprehension and discarded 074

the comprehension skills (e.g. close reading, pre- 075

dicting, figurative language, etc.). 076

We take inspiration from continual learn- 077

ing (Parisi et al., 2019), which orders a set of learn- 078

ing tasks to improve model performance. We begin 079

by training a model on the general task of QG (How 080

to ask: HTA), and follow with our task of interest: 081

generating a targeted question of a particular type 082

(What to ask: WTA). 083
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This paper focuses on the generation of ques-084

tions for story-based reading comprehension skills085

(SBRCS), which are varied and cover many aspects086

of reading comprehension. We create a QG dataset087

for SBRCS1. Although our aim in creating this088

dataset is to enrich educational applications, this089

dataset can be considered as a source for general090

QG and question answering (QA) systems in NLP.091

Our focus here is to build a question generator092

without answer supervision as the case in a real-093

life application, where a story only will be given094

as input. This is a challenging task, as many differ-095

ent questions can be generated from a story when096

there is no answer supervision. QG with answer097

supervision is another prevalent research line in the098

literature (Zhao et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2020; Wang099

et al., 2020; Chen and Xu, 2021).100

The contributions in this work are as follows:101

• We build a novel QG dataset for SBRCS. The102

dataset contains advanced reading comprehen-103

sion skills extracted from stories.104

• We propose a two-steps method to generate105

skill-related questions from a given story. The106

method takes advantage of previous datasets107

to improve generalizability, and then, teaches108

a model how to ask predefined styles of ques-109

tions.110

• We demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed111

method after extensive experiments, and we112

investigate its performance in a few-shot learn-113

ing setting.114

The rest of the paper is structured as follows.115

In the next section, we present an overview of the116

literature work. In Section 3, we describe how117

we built our dataset. Section 4 describes the pro-118

posed methodology. The experimental setting is119

presented in Section 5. The results and the analysis120

are presented in Section 6. Finally, we draw some121

conclusions and possible future work for this study.122

2 Related Works123

QG has progressed rapidly due to new datasets and124

model improvements. Many different QG mod-125

els have been proposed, starting for simple vanilla126

Sequence to Sequence Neural Networks models127

1We are working with our industrial partner to publish
the dataset once it is completed as we are still working on
incorporating more SBRCS. The dataset will be published
only for research purposes.

(seq2seq) (Du et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2017; Yuan 128

et al., 2017) to the more recent transformer-based 129

models (Dong et al., 2019; Chan and Fan, 2019; 130

Varanasi et al., 2020; Narayan et al., 2020; Bao 131

et al., 2020). Some QG systems use manual linguis- 132

tic features in their models (Harrison and Walker, 133

2018; Khullar et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019a; Dhole 134

and Manning, 2020), some consider how to se- 135

lect question-worthy content (Du and Cardie, 2017; 136

Li et al., 2019; Scialom et al., 2019; Liu et al., 137

2020), and some systems explicitly model question 138

types (Duan et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018; Kang 139

et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019). The last group fo- 140

cused only on generating questions that start with 141

specific interrogative words (what, how, etc.). 142

QG has been used to solve many real-life prob- 143

lems. For example, QG in conversational dia- 144

logue (Gu et al., 2021; Shen et al., 2021; Liu 145

et al., 2021b) where models were taught to ask 146

a series of coherent questions grounded in a QA 147

style, QG based on visual input (Mostafazadeh 148

et al., 2016; Shin et al., 2018; Shukla et al., 2019), 149

and QG for deep questions such as mathemat- 150

ical, curiosity-driven, clinical, and examination- 151

type questions (Liyanage and Ranathunga, 2019; 152

Scialom and Staiano, 2020; Yue et al., 2020; Jia 153

et al., 2021). 154

3 Data 155

Despite the recent efforts for building reading 156

comprehension QA datasets, to the best of our 157

knowledge, none of the available datasets explored 158

SBRCS. Questions in previous datasets ask only ei- 159

ther inferential or extractive questions from a given 160

passage/story. Rogers et al. (2020), developed ques- 161

tions with general reasoning types based on text 162

from news and blogs. We believe that those texts 163

sources are not rich enough to examine reasoning 164

skills. Advanced reasoning skills (e.g. Figurative 165

Language) are usually used in stories to assess com- 166

prehension skills. In the following, we will show 167

how we built our dataset. Table 5 gives an overview 168

of the dataset. In Appendix A, Table A.1, we pro- 169

vide further dataset statistics. 170

3.1 Dataset Design 171

3.1.1 Stories Collection 172

Our stories (passages) are multi-genre, self- 173

contained narratives. This content variety leads 174

annotators towards asking non-localized questions 175
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that test for more advanced reading comprehen-176

sion skills. The stories are generated using several177

resources: 1) acquired from free public domain178

content (Gutenberg Project2), 2) partnerships with179

a publishing house (Blue Moon Publishers3) and180

an educational curriculum development foundation181

(The Reimagined Classroom4), and 3) authored by182

two professional writers, (the majority of the sto-183

ries are from this last category). To provide good184

lexical coverage and diverse stories, we choose to185

write and collect stories that come from a varied set186

of genres (e.g. science, social studies, fantasy, fairy187

tale, historical fiction, horror, mystery, adventure,188

etc.). In total, we collect 726 multi-domain stories.189

The stories’ lengths range from a single sentence190

to 113 sentences.191

3.1.2 Questions and Comprehension Skills192

Previous comprehension question datasets focused193

on either inferential or extractive (literal) questions.194

Although these questions assess comprehension195

skills, they do not provide fine-grained evaluation196

of the reader comprehension. Thus, to build a more197

comprehensive list of question types, we started198

by reviewing curriculum documents available from199

Columbia University Teacher’s College Readers5200

and Writers Workshop Program6. Then, we com-201

piled a list of SBRCS, which we then expanded202

to include additional skills based on school teach-203

ers’ recommendations. Our final list contains the204

following skills:205

1. Basic Story Elements: Can the reader iden-206

tify the story’s main characters and setting?207

2. Character Traits: Can the reader identify208

the traits attributable to certain characters in209

the story (e.g. character feelings, physical210

attributes)?211

3. Close Reading: Can the reader extract the text212

span in a story where the author best describes213

or explains a key point?214

4. Figurative Language: Is the reader able to215

recognize the implied meaning of a sentence?216

2https://www.gutenberg.org/
3https://bluemoonpublishers.com/
4https://www.reimaginedclassroom.com/
5https://www.tc.columbia.edu/curriculum-and-

teaching/literacy-specialist/the-reading–writing-project/
6https://readingandwritingproject.org/

5. Inferring: Can the reader infer what hap- 217

pened in between scenes if the time in- 218

between is not explicitly described? 219

6. Predicting: Can the reader find textual clues 220

and use them to guess what would happen 221

next? 222

7. Summarizing: Is the reader able to recognize 223

the main literary elements of the characters, 224

the events, the problem, and the solutions? 225

8. Visualizing: Can the reader visualize scenes 226

in her/his head to fully comprehend the story? 227

9. Vocabulary: Can the reader identify the right 228

meaning of a word within a context when the 229

word has multiple possible definitions? 230

Note that some of these SBRCS are prerequisites 231

for others. For instance, the predicting skill may 232

depend on the reader’s ability to identifying char- 233

acter attributes and to summarize story elements. 234

In Section A.2, we present further details for each 235

skill type. 236

With our list of SBRCS as a guide, we wrote 237

question-answer pairs for each story. Given the 238

difficulty of the task, we needed a large number 239

of trained content writers to build the required 240

questions. Each written question should fall into 241

one of the mentioned skills, and obviously, should 242

meet the educational goal. For that, a total of 25 243

professionals contributed to the writing process 244

(18 teachers, 7 graduate students). We chose not 245

to use crowdworkers (e.g. Amazon Mechanical 246

Turk) to ensure high-quality and educationally- 247

appropriate questions. To verify the quality of the 248

generated content, a second team member reviews 249

each question-answer pair before adding them to 250

the dataset. In addition to annotating questions 251

with a skills label, our content writers annotate 252

each question as either Literal or Inferential ques- 253

tion types. This information is important to mea- 254

sure the comprehension performance of the reader 255

on each question type. Overall, we generate 4K 256

question-answer pairs, with an average of 5.5 pairs 257

per story. 258

3.2 Additional Data 259

In addition to the collected dataset, we use two 260

well-known datasets, SQuAD and CosmosQA. We 261

choose these two datasets because of their large 262

size, and their focus on literal or inferential ques- 263

tions. 264
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# Stories 269 280 448 219 449 152 360 153 403
# Question–answer pairs 390 415 719 292 695 162 560 163 604
# Literal Questions 274 120 606 108 16 11 464 36 168
# Inferential Questions 115 295 113 148 679 151 96 127 436

Table 1: Collected dataset’s statistics. There are 726 stories, which can have questions from multiple skill types
(described in Section 3.1).

SQuAD A reading comprehension dataset, con-265

sists of questions created by crowdworkers on a set266

of Wikipedia articles that cover a large set of top-267

ics (from musical celebrities to abstract concepts),268

where the answer to every question is a span from269

the corresponding reading passage (Rajpurkar et al.,270

2016). This dataset can be considered as an extrac-271

tive QA dataset. It is one of the largest QA datasets272

in the literature. In this work, we use SQuAD 2.0273

version with discarding the questions that has no274

answers. The size of the dataset is 100K para-275

graph/question/answer triplets.276

CosmosQA It is another reading comprehension277

dataset consisting of 35.6K paragraph/question278

pairs that require commonsense-based reading com-279

prehension. It is a collection of people’s everyday280

narratives, and it asks questions about the likely281

causes of events that require reasoning (Huang282

et al., 2019). We discard questions that have no283

answers in this dataset, resulting in 28K para-284

graph/question/answer triplets.285

4 Methodology286

Given the fact that including more data in a read-287

ing comprehension system is important for gen-288

eralization (Chung et al., 2018; Talmor and Be-289

rant, 2019), and given that our created dataset has290

the SBRCS which are missed in previous datasets,291

we propose a two-steps method to generate skill-292

related questions from a given story: HTA followed293

by WTA. HTA teaches the model the typical for-294

mat for comprehension questions using large pre-295

viously released datasets. These previous datasets296

are not annotated with the question types outlined297

in Section 3.1, but the HTA phase allows us to298

take advantage of those datasets. WTA guides the299

model to generate questions to test the specific300

comprehension skills enumerated in Section 3.1.301

Thus, in HTA, we train (fine-tune) a model on large302

QG datasets, and then, we further train the model303

to teach the model what to ask (WTA). For the 304

generation model, we use the pre-trained Text-to- 305

Text Transfer Transformer T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), 306

which closely follows the encoder-decoder archi- 307

tecture of the Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 308

2017). T5 is a SOTA model on multiple tasks, in- 309

cluding QA. 310

4.1 How to Ask (HTA) 311

Previous works showed that incorporating more 312

data when training a reading comprehension model 313

improves performance and generalizability (Chung 314

et al., 2018; Talmor and Berant, 2019). However, 315

we cannot incorporate previously released datasets 316

with our new one, as they do not include compatible 317

question skills information. However, they do con- 318

tain many well-formed and topical questions. Thus, 319

we train a T5 model on SQuAD and CosmosQA 320

datasets to teach the model how to ask questions. 321

Previous neural question generation models take 322

the passage as input, along with the answer. How- 323

ever, encoders can pass all of the information in 324

the input to the decoder, occasionally causing the 325

generated question to contain the target answer. 326

Since the majority of the questions in our created 327

dataset are inferential questions, the answers are 328

not explicitly given in the passages (unlike extrac- 329

tive datasets). Thus, we feed the stories to the en- 330

coder, but withhold the answers. Unlike previous 331

systems, we then train the model to generate the 332

questions and answers. We propose this setting to 333

generate fewer extractive questions. During our ex- 334

periments, we evaluated the effect of excluding the 335

answers, and we found them useful to the system. 336

In Figure 1 we show the input-output 337

format of the model. The encoder in- 338

put is structured as <STORY_TEXT> </s>, 339

where </s> is the end-of-sentence token. 340

The decoder generates multiple question- 341

answer pairs as <QUESTION_TOKENS>1 <as> 342

<ANSWER_TOKENS>1 <sp> ... <QUESTION_TOKENS>n 343
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Figure 1: Input and output format of the How to Ask
(HTA) model.

<as> <ANSWER_TOKENS>n </s>, where <as> sepa-344

rates a question from its answer, and <sp> separates345

a question-answer pair from another. The model346

can generate more than one question-answer pair.347

We prepare the data to include all of a passage’s348

question-answer pairs in the decoder. Some349

passages include single question-answer pair, and350

some passages have up to fifteen pairs.351

4.2 What to Ask (WTA)352

QG models take a passage/story as input and gen-353

erate a question. The type of generated question is354

not controlled and is left for the system to decide it.355

Thus, the generated question is usually undesired356

question. Thus, in order to control the style of the357

generated question, the system needs an indication358

about the skill that the system is expected to gener-359

ate a question for. Liu et al. (2020) proposed a way360

to control the style of the generated questions (e.g.361

what, how, etc.). The authors built a rule-based362

information extractor to sample meaningful inputs363

from a given text, and then learn a joint distribution364

of <answer, clue, question style> before asking365

the GPT2 model (Radford et al., 2019) to generate366

questions. However, this distribution can only be367

learned using an extractive dataset (e.g. SQuAD);368

the model cannot learn to generate inferential ques-369

tions.370

To control the skill of the generated question, we371

use a specific prompt per skill, by defining a special372

token <SKILL_NAME> corresponding to the desired373

target skill. This helps us to control what to ex-374

tract from the pretrained model. Thus, the encoder375

takes as input <SKILL_NAME> and <STORY_TEXT>,376

where <SKILL_NAME> indicates to the model for377

which skill the question should be generated (see378

Figure 2). The data format in the decoder is similar379

to the one in the HTA step, but here the model gen-380

Figure 2: Input format of the What to Ask (WTA)
model. The output format is the same as in HTA model
(see Figure 1).

erates a single question-answer pair. As a result, 381

the encoding of the <STORY_TEXT> will be based 382

on the given <SKILL_NAME>. In this way, the model 383

encodes the same story in a different representation 384

when a different <SKILL_NAME> is given. A similar 385

technique was used in the literature to include per- 386

sona profiles in dialogue agents to produce more 387

coherent and meaningful conversations (Scialom 388

et al., 2020). 389

5 Experiments 390

5.1 Decoding Method 391

Decoding strategies are crucial and directly impact 392

output quality. In general, Beam Search (Reddy, 393

1977) is the most common algorithm, in addition to 394

some other sampling techniques such as Nucleus 395

sampling (Top-p) (Holtzman et al., 2019). In Beam 396

Search, the output of a model is found by maxi- 397

mizing the model probability. On the other hand, 398

Nucleus sampling selects the smallest possible set 399

of tokens whose cumulative probability exceeds 400

the probability p. Experimentally, we found that 401

using the top-p (p=0.9) algorithm yields the best 402

results in terms of the used scoring metrics, thus 403

we use it in all of our experiments. 404

5.2 Evaluation Metrics 405

QG often uses standard evaluation metrics from 406

text summarization and machine translation 407

(BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), ROUGE, METEOR, 408

etc.). However, such metrics do not provide an 409

accurate evaluation for QG task (Novikova et al., 410

2017), especially when the input passage is long 411

(and many acceptable questions that differ from the 412

gold question can be generated). Thus, to alleviate 413

shortcomings associated with n-gram based similar- 414

ity metrics, we use BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020), 415

which is state-of-the-art evaluation metric in WMT 416

Metrics shared task7. BLEURT is a BERT-based 417

7BLEURT trained on WMT data, so the output of the
metric is in between -2 to 1, from worst to the best. The
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model that uses multi-task learning to evaluate a418

generated text by giving it a value in between -2 to419

1. In our experiments, we consider BLEURT as the420

main metric for the evaluation. We also report stan-421

dard MT metric BLEU (1-4 ngrams), and perform422

an additional manual evaluation.423

Manual evaluation is required in our collected424

dataset, because teachers wrote a single question425

per skill for a given story, where the model might426

generate other possible questions for the same skill.427

5.3 Implementation Details428

We fine-tune the T5 model (base) using the Adam429

optimizer with a batch size of 8 and a learning rate430

of 1e− 4. We use a maximum sequence length of431

512 for the encoder, and 128 for the decoder8. We432

tested the T5-large model, but we did not notice433

any improvements considering BLEURT metric.434

We train all models for a maximum of ten epochs435

with an early stopping value of 1 (patience) based436

on the validation loss. We use a single NVIDIA437

TITAN RTX with 24G RAM.438

For HTA, we validate on a combined version439

of the validation sets from both datasets (SQuAD440

and CosmosQA). Regarding the collected dataset441

validation set, we use stratified sampling: we took442

a random 10% of stories from each skill since the443

dataset is unbalanced. We apply the same strategy444

with the test set but with a value of 20%.445

5.4 Baselines446

To evaluate the performance of our model, we use447

a set of models that showed state-of-the-art results448

on several datasets. We obtain the results of those449

models by running their published GitHub code450

on our collected dataset. For all of the following451

baselines, we use SQuAD, CosmosQA, and the452

collected dataset for training and we test on the test453

part of the collected dataset:454

• Vanilla Seq2seq (Sutskever et al., 2014): a ba-455

sic encoder-decoder sequence learning system456

for machine translation. This model takes the457

story as input and generates a question.458

• NQG-Seq (Du et al., 2017): another Seq2seq459

that implements an attention layer on top of460

a bidirectional-LSTM encoder. The authors461

use two encoders, one to encode the sentence462

that has the answer, and another to encode the463

authors advised not to scale those values to be in percentage.
8We were restricted to this length due to memory shortage.

whole document. The model then is trained to 464

generate questions. 465

• NQG-Max (Zhao et al., 2018)9: a QG system 466

with a maxout pointer mechanism and gated 467

self-attention LSTM-based encoder to address 468

the challenges of processing long text input. 469

This model takes a passage and an answer as 470

input and generate a question. The answer 471

must be a sub span of the passage. 472

• CGC-QG (Liu et al., 2019a): a Clue Guided 473

Copy network for Question Generation, which 474

is a sequence-to-sequence generative model 475

with a copying mechanism that takes a pas- 476

sage and an answer (as a span in the text) and 477

generate the question. The text representation 478

in the encoder (GRU network) is represented 479

using a variety of features such as GloVe vec- 480

tors, POS information, answer position, clue 481

word, etc. 482

• AnswerQuest (Roemmele et al., 2021): a 483

pipeline model that uses as a first step a pre- 484

vious model (Yang et al., 2019) to retrieve 485

the relevant sentence that has the answer from 486

a document. And then, the sentence is fed 487

to a transformer-based sequence-to-sequence 488

model that is enhanced with a copy mecha- 489

nism. 490

• One-Step: a baseline that uses T5 model 491

trained with all data in one step instead of hav- 492

ing separate HTA and WTA steps. Because 493

there is only a single step, the skill name is 494

not included in the encoder’s input. 495

• T5-WTA: the WTA model trained using T5 496

model as a seed model. The HTA training 497

step is not used here. We use this baseline 498

to evaluate the effect of training WTA using 499

HTA. 500

For all of the previous baselines that require the 501

answer to be a sub-span in the passage, we use 502

the semantic text similarity method that was pro- 503

posed in (Ghanem et al., 2019) to retrieve the most 504

similar span in the passage. The method extracts 505

several ngrams features from a claim and text spans, 506

and then compute cosine similarity to get the most 507

similar span. In this work, we replace the ngrams 508

features of a text with embeddings extracted from 509

9We used the unofficial implementation in this GitHub
repo: https://github.com/seanie12/neural-question-generation
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RoBERTa model (Liu et al., 2019b). This process510

has been done on the inferential questions as their511

answers are not clearly given in the text.512

6 Results and Analysis513

Table 2 presents the results of the proposed HTA-514

WTA method with the baselines. We can see that out515

of the baselines, T5-WTA performs best in terms of516

BLEURT score (-1.17), followed by QG-Max with517

a value of -1.18. Given its high BLEURT score, it518

is surprising that T5-WTA model has low BLEU-519

4. This implies that the generated questions use520

rich vocabulary, making them different from the521

gold in terms of overlapping ngrams, but seman-522

tically similar leading to higher BLEURT score.523

As shown in the table, HTA-WTA’s BLEURT score524

outperforms all of the previous QG models by a525

noticeable margin, showing that including the skill526

name information plays an important role in gen-527

erating the intended questions. Also, training on528

more QG datasets improves the performance.529

Regarding the generated questions type, in Table530

3 we show the performance of the T5-based models531

per question type (inferential and literal). Though532

One-Step and HTA-WTA models were trained on533

the same amount of data, the results show that HTA-534

WTA model clearly performs better than the One-535

Step model, especially on inferential questions. We536

see a similar scenario when comparing One-Step537

and T5-WTA models, yet, the gap is smaller. In538

general, we can notice that the performance gaps539

for the inferential questions are larger than the lit-540

eral ones. Thus, we can conclude that HTA-WTA541

is generating more correct inferential questions,542

which is challenging. This experiment concludes543

that transformers-based models are capable of ask-544

ing questions beyond the literal meaning of the545

text. This confirms what was shown by Liu et al.546

(2021a) regarding the skills that language models547

can acquire. Additionally, as some training ques-548

tions directly quote text from the given story. The549

T5 model was able to learn how to quote the proper550

segment of the passage when generating questions.551

The One-Step model performs similarly to the552

baselines, although it has been trained using the T5553

model and on all three datasets. This may be due554

to the fact that we did not include the skill name555

in the encoder, which guides the model to generate556

skill related questions. To better understand the557

differences between the outputs of One-Step and558

HTA-WTA models, we used human evaluation. This559

evaluation is to assess the quality of the generated 560

question in terms of 1) Answerability (Ay), 2) Flu- 561

ency (Fy), and 3) Grammaticality (Gy) categories, 562

following Harrison and Walker (2018); Azevedo 563

et al. (2020). We include these three criteria as 564

questions may have high Fluency and Grammati- 565

cality scores, but not be answerable. 566

We select a sample of 110 story-question pairs 567

from the test dataset, for both models. Then, we 568

perform a human evaluation using crowdworkers 569

on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We use a "master" 570

qualification criteria to restrict the participation of 571

workers in our evaluation study to those who have 572

a high historical HIT accuracy, and workers are re- 573

quired to be located in an English speaking country. 574

Workers received $0.41 USD for completing each 575

HIT. Each HIT was answered by three workers. 576

Each worker needs reads the story, and provides 577

ratings (1-5, low to high) for the generated ques- 578

tions, and the three criteria. Table 4 shows the 579

average rating assigned by the workers for the 3 580

criteria. 581

Originally, we hypothesized that adding the skill 582

name to the input would force the model to for- 583

mulate a specific SBRCS question, even if it is not 584

applicable to the current passage. Omitting the skill 585

name may allow the model score high values as it 586

has been left to decide the question. The results 587

show that both models are similar in terms of the 588

given categories, except that HTA-WTA performs 589

slightly better in all of the three categories. How- 590

ever, these results refute our claim and show that 591

adding the skill information makes the model gen- 592

erates slightly better questions in terms of quality. 593

6.1 Impact of Skill Name Token 594

In order to quantify the impact of skill name in 595

the input, we do another human manual evaluation 596

to measure how accurate both models are when it 597

comes to the generated question skill. Thus, we 598

ask two professional persons who were involved 599

in the annotation process to assign skill names to 600

the generated questions of both One-Step and HTA- 601

WTA models. We use the same question sample 602

that was used in the previous human evaluation 603

experiment. Few annotation conflicts were found 604

and were solved after a discussion. We evaluate 605

the results using accuracy (see Table 4). The result 606

for One-Step model is 0.16, and 0.8 for HTA-WTA 607

model. We can clearly see a large gap in accuracy 608

between both models, and this becomes clear with 609
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Model BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 BLEURT
Vanilla Seq2seq 17.16 7.78 4.28 2.37 −1.42
NQG-Seq 18.85 8.31 4.37 2.49 −1.37
QG-Max 19.27 7.17 4.12 2.77 −1.18
CGC-QG 23.93 12.01 7.82 5.68 −1.29
AnswerQuest 20.44 9.08 4.53 4.71 −1.31
One-Step 15.19 8.05 4.76 2.94 −1.26
T5-WTA 18.53 9.98 6.06 3.92 −1.17
HTA-WTA 22.15 14.29 10.19 7.67 -1.1

Table 2: Models’ performances on the collected dataset. For all scores, higher is better.

Model Inferential Literal
One-Step -1.28 -1.24
T5-WTA -1.15 -1.19
HTA-WTA -1.06 -1.16

Table 3: T5-based models’ performances on each ques-
tion type using BLEURT metric.

Model Ay Fy Gy Skills Accuracy
One-Step 3.82 4.28 4.37 0.16
HTA-WTA 3.89 4.29 4.45 0.8

Table 4: Human evaluation ratings for our 3 criteria, on
a scale 1-5.

the skills that have a low number of instances in the610

dataset (e.g. Figurative Language, Precision, etc.).611

Table 6 in Appendix A.3 presents the F1 scores per612

skill name. We also notice that HTA-WTA model613

performed perfectly on the given sample of Predict-614

ing and Figurative Language (F1 is 1.0 for each615

skill). This is an interesting result given that the616

type of the questions for both skills is inferential,617

which is harder to generate compared to the extrac-618

tive questions.619

6.2 Few-Shot Generation620

The process of manually writing questions to assess621

humans SBRCS is difficult. In some stories, profes-622

sional writers find obstacles in writing questions for623

some skills as those skills require high attention and624

advanced reasoning skills to be written. We can see625

that in our own dataset, as some skills have fewer626

questions (e.g. Predicting, Visualizing, etc.). Thus,627

in this experiment, we evaluate the performance of628

HTA-WTA model when we inject a low percentage629

of the skills’ instances into the training set. This630

experiment will simulate the case when training631

a model on a dataset that contains few skills’ in-632

stances. We use the stratified sampling technique633

when sampling fewer instances from the collected634

dataset. Figure 3 shows that injecting only 10%635

of the data led to a boost in performance of 0.22636

(BLEURT). The result at 10% (-1.17) exceeds the637

Figure 3: Few-shot performance in BLEURT of the
HTA-WTA model over a percentage of added few-shot
samples. 1 means single instance per skill (9 instances).

results of most of the baselines and is similar to T5- 638

WTA and QG-MAX models when trained on all the 639

datasets (see Table 2). In Table A.4 in the appendix, 640

we present the results considering other models and 641

metrics. In most cases, the performance gradually 642

improves as data grows. We notice a small drop 643

when we move from 10% to 30%. This behaviour 644

was previously reported by Stappen et al. (2020). 645

Further research is needed to investigate the causes 646

of this behaviour. 647

7 Conclusion and Future Work 648

In this paper, we presented a new reading com- 649

prehension dataset to assess reading skills using 650

stories. Unlike previous datasets that focused on ei- 651

ther inferential or extractive questions, our dataset 652

has nine different SBRCS, each contains inferential 653

and extractive questions. In addition to that, we 654

proposed HTA-WTA model which uses two-steps 655

fine-tuning processes to take advantage of previ- 656

ous datasets which have different question formats, 657

and to learn how to ask skill-related questions. We 658

evaluated the model on the collected dataset and 659

compared it to several strong baselines. Our exten- 660

sive experiments showed the effectiveness of the 661

model. Additionally, HTA-WTA is able to gener- 662

ate high quality questions when only 10% of the 663

dataset is used (∼240 instances). In future work, 664

we plan to extend our dataset with additional skills, 665

and to investigate how our model can be integrated 666

into online educational platforms. 667
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# Stories 269 280 448 219 449 152 360 153 403
# Question–answer pairs 390 415 719 292 695 162 560 163 604
Avg. #tok. in stories 168.98 189.62 133.44 137.86 133.63 145.09 192.8 118.61 143.21
Max. #tok. in stories 1159 1159 1159 935 1159 1132 1132 935 1040
Avg. #tok. in questions 9.14 11.82 11.12 16.38 13.21 12.92 9.88 12.98 15.96
Max. #tok. in questions 24 58 55 70 52 76 43 39 49
Avg. #tok. in answers 4.17 3.81 4.49 4.7 6.16 6.48 5.91 5.10 3.46
Max. #tok. in answers 29 34 73 30 29 21 46 40 22
# Literal Questions 274 120 606 108 16 11 464 36 168
# Inferential Questions 115 295 113 148 679 151 96 127 436

Table 5: Collected dataset’s statistics. There are 726 stories, which can have questions from multiple skill types.

A Appendix997

A.1 Full Dataset Details998

A.2 Further Details on Skills999

1. Basic Story Elements: Determining what are1000

the main story elements is one of the com-1001

prehension skills to assess the reader under-1002

standing. Using this skill, we can understand1003

whether the reader is able to identify the main1004

characters and environment settings of the sto-1005

ries.1006

2. Character Traits: Identifying permanent1007

traits that can be assigned to characters or1008

describe character development. For instance,1009

knowing what most likely X character felt dur-1010

ing the story, recognizing facts about X, iden-1011

tifying main adjectives that X has, etc.1012

3. Close Reading: Identifying the place in a1013

story where the author best describes or ex-1014

plains a key point. Also, it includes questions1015

to identify the purpose of a quote or a sentence.1016

This skill requires advanced reading compre-1017

hension ability from the reader since its an-1018

swers cannot be extracted directly from the1019

story text, where inferential skills are needed.1020

4. Figurative Language: Figurative language is1021

common in stories as it makes ideas and con-1022

cepts easier to visualize by the reader. Also, it1023

is an effective way of conveying an idea that1024

is not easily understood. With this skill, we1025

examine the reader ability of recognizing the1026

implicated meaning of a sentence or a type of1027

figurative language.1028

5. Inferring: Writers sometimes jump into the1029

action or skip forward in their stories. Good1030

readers must infer what happened in between 1031

scenes if the time in-between is not explicitly 1032

detailed. In addition, readers must infer their 1033

characters’ emotions if their characters do not 1034

share those aloud. 1035

6. Predicting: Predicting involves guessing 1036

what will happen next. It is different from 1037

inferring; inferring is guessing what is hap- 1038

pening now or what happened before. Good 1039

readers do not let books passively happen to 1040

them, they work to "solve" the story before 1041

it reaches its end by finding clues and using 1042

them to guess what will happen next or to 1043

guess how the conflict will be resolved. 1044

7. Summarizing: Consolidating a text into a 1045

precise synopsis of only the most key infor- 1046

mation. Summarizing skill contains the main 1047

literary elements of the characters, the prob- 1048

lem, and the solutions. Key events from the 1049

beginning, middle, and end are included in a 1050

summary. 1051

8. Visualizing: This skill requires readers to vi- 1052

sualize scenes in their heads to fully compre- 1053

hend the story. It can assess readers ability of 1054

imagining specific events or elements in the 1055

stories. An example of visualizing questions 1056

is: What do you imagine when reading this 1057

sentence "quote"? 1058

9. Vocabulary: Identifying the meaning of unfa- 1059

miliar words in the text is a key skill for read- 1060

ers to fully comprehend the story. In this skill, 1061

the reader should identify the right meaning 1062

of a word within a context when the word has 1063

multiple possible definitions. Additionally, 1064
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the reader should be able to identify vocabu-1065

lary based questions related to identifying syn-1066

onyms, antonyms, homophones, compound1067

words, and word types (e.g. noun, verb, etc.).1068

A.3 Manual Evaluation Results of Questions’1069

Skills1070

In Table 6, we show the fined-grained results per1071

skill name after the manual labeling experiment for1072

the generated questions from both One-Step and1073

HTA-WTA models.1074

A.4 Few-Shot Question Generation Results1075

In Table 7, we show the few-shot experiment’s1076

results considering both scoring metrics (BLEU,1077

and BLUERT). We do not experiment with One-1078

Step model as we need to sample SQuAD and Cos-1079

mosQA datasets when we sample the collected1080

data; it is hard to set up a fair comparison here as,1081

for instance, sampling 10% of SQuAD dataset is1082

larger than the whole collected dataset.1083

A.5 Samples of the Generated Questions1084

In this section, we list some random examples from1085

HTA-WTA model for inferential questions:1086

• Story: “The Line 1 Toronto train was a sub-1087

way like many others you’ve seen. He rock-1088

eted down Yonge Street, around the Union1089

loop, and rattled off towards Vaughn. At1090

Vaughn he’d let out a loud, hissing sigh and1091

a clanking sort of grunt, then reverse and do1092

the whole thing backwards all over again. He1093

liked his transit union job well enough, but1094

he couldn’t help thinking about the lights at1095

the end of his tunnels. No matter how long1096

he’d been running, or how much he wished1097

for anything else, that little hopeful point of1098

light always turned out to be just one more1099

dirty subway platform.”1100

Generated Figurative Language question:1101

“Reread this sentence: "He rocketed down1102

Yonge Street, around the Union loop, and rat-1103

tled off towards Vaughn." Which figurative1104

language technique is being used here?”1105

Generated answer: “Alliteration”.1106

• Story: “"The map says left", said Bri. "But my1107

heart says right!" cried Rob. "Is your heart1108

full of hidden treasure?" asked Bri. "Yes."1109

Rob replied. "At least, that’s what my mom1110

says."”1111

Generated Inferring question: “Why do you 1112

think Bri’s heart says "But my heart says 1113

right!"?” 1114

Generated answer: “Because she thinks she 1115

has found something”. 1116

• Story: “Mary looked at it, not really knowing 1117

why the hole was there, and as she looked she 1118

saw something almost buried in the newly- 1119

turned soil. It was something like a ring of 1120

rusty iron or brass and when the robin flew 1121

up into a tree nearby she put out her hand and 1122

picked the ring up. It was more than a ring, 1123

however; it was an old key which looked as if 1124

it had been buried a long time. Mistress Mary 1125

stood up and looked at it with an almost fright- 1126

ened face as it hung from her finger. "Perhaps 1127

it has been buried for ten years," she said in a 1128

whisper. "Perhaps it is the key to the garden!"” 1129

Generated Vocabulary question: “Reread this 1130

sentence: "Perhaps it has been buried for ten 1131

years" What is the correct definition of the 1132

word "frightened" as it is used here?” 1133

Generated answer: “Scared”. 1134
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#instances 12 8 23 7 14 6 14 10 16
One-Step 0.13 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.18
HTA-WTA 0.88 0.93 0.68 1.00 0.69 1.00 0.81 0.18 1.00

Table 6: F1 score results per skill name.

Instances Ratio Model BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 BLEURT
1 T5-WTA 8.61 3.38 1.71 1.04 -1.41
1 HTA-WTA 10.2 4.74 2.85 1.96 -1.39
0.1 T5-WTA 14.8 6.68 3.63 2.22 -1.34
0.1 HTA-WTA 16.55 9.54 6.28 4.37 -1.17
0.3 T5-WTA 16.02 8.3 5.07 3.45 -1.3
0.3 HTA-WTA 16.14 9.7 6.64 4.82 -1.20
0.5 T5-WTA 16.32 8.25 4.77 3.00 -1.24
0.5 HTA-WTA 15.48 9.25 6.34 4.61 -1.21
0.75 T5-WTA 18.9 10.12 6.24 4.19 -1.17
0.75 HTA-WTA 18.69 11.53 7.97 5.74 -1.14
All T5-WTA 18.53 9.99 6.07 3.93 -1.17
All HTA-WTA 22.15 14.3 10.2 7.67 -1.10

Table 7: Few-shot performance of the HTA-WTA and T5-WTA models over a percentage of added few-shot samples.
1 means single instance per skill (9 instances).
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